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ABSTRACT

An International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Technical Document (TECDOC) has been developed
and will be published by the IAEA The TECDOC
addresses the interfaces between the transport and
geologic disposal systems for high-level waste (HLW;
and spent nuclear fuel (SNF). The document is
intended to define and assist in discussing, at both the
domestic and the international level, regulatory,
technical, administrative, and institutional interfaces
associated with HLW and SNF transport and disposal
systems; it identifies and discusses the interfaces and
interface requirements between the HLW and SNF,
the waste transport system used for carriage of the
waste to the disposal facility, and the HLW/SNF
disposal facility. It provides definitions and
explanations of terms; discusses systems, interfaces and
interface requirements; addresses alternative strategies
(single-purpose packages and multi-purpose packages)
and how interfaces are affected by the strategies; and
provider, a tabular summary of the requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Beginning in November 1991, efforts were
undertaken by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), with the assistance of consultants and
an advisory group meeting, to develop a document
which is intended to define and assist in discussing the
regulatory, technical, administrative, and institutional

interfaces between a transport system and a geologic
disposal facility for the disposal of radioactive high-
level waste (HLW), including spent nuclear fuel
(SNF). The document, which will be published by the
IAEA as a Technical Document (TECDOC), will
identify and discuss the interfaces and the interface
requirements between the HLW, the waste transport
system used for carriage of the HLW to the disposal
facility, and the HLW disposal facility itself.

The development of this document was prompted
in part by the initiative in various IAEA Membe
States to select, characterize, design, and place into
operation the facilities for HLW geologic repositories.
It was felt that a top-level document, developed at an
international level, would be useful in calling attention
to the need for establishing, in a systematic way,
interfaces and interface requirements. The document
serves as a "bridge" between two key IAEA documents
which deal with the two key elements of the waste
disposal system, namely:

• Safety Principles and Technical Criteria for the
Underground Disposal of High Level Radioactive
Waste. Safety Series No. 99 [1], and

• Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Material. 1985 Edition fAs Amended 19901
Safety Series No. 6 [2].



Concurrently, other key safety-related documents were '
used in the development of the interface TECDOC I
These included the Basic Safety Standards for'
Radiation Protection 1932 Edition, Safely Series No.
9 [3]. The TECDOC, when published, will define -
Primary Systems fundamental to HLW management by-
elaborating on two bounding systems — the transport ~
system, and the local barrier system — and then
specifically will address three other systems which
contribute to the interfaces — the waste preparation ,_
system, the waste transfer system, and the waste i_
emplacement system. The interfaces between these : -
systems are then defined for alternative ~~
design/operation strategics. The purpose of this papsr "
is to provide a brief overview of the TECDOC, and
summarize its contents.

II. SCOPE

Taking the following factors into account, the
TECDOC identifies and discusses technics! interfaces
between:

a. HLW;
b. the transport systems delivering these wastes

to the disposal facility;
c. alternative designs of the waste transport

packages and the waste disposal packages
(WDPs); and

d. the design, construction, and operation of the
disposal facility.

Because the TECDOC was developed with
particular regard to disposal of HLW in deep geologic
repositories, the interfaces and associated
requirements considered are not necessarily suitable
for disposal of other types of wastes or for disposal of
HLW by other means such as sub-seabed
emplacement

HLW includes not only SNF (if classified as waste
by a Member State) arising from the generation of
electrical power and the highly radioactive wastes
resulting from the chemical reprocessing of these
fuels, but it may also include any other wastes of a
similar radioactive nature, such as those that arise
from the dismantling of irradiated fuel assemblies,
from non-fuel-bearing assembly hardware resulting
from the operation of nuclear power reactors, from
similar materials resulting from the operation of
research reactors, or from the generation of
radioisotopes if classified as HLW by a Member State.

The TECDOC takes into account on-sitc transfer
systems, WDP preparation; emplacement equipment;
the host geologic formation; and, genericaUy, facility ;
backfilling and closure. The document is concerned
with the operation and handling of ths transport
system ieside the disposal facility boundary and the
manner in which the design of the transport system
interfaces with the disposal facility. In addition, this (

document addresses the operational phase of the
repository. It is not concerned with the operation of
the transport system outside the facility boundary; it
Is not concerned with the characteristics or design of
the confinement barrier system; it does not address
the repository pc^tdos-re period; no; does it address
specific details concerning retrievabiliry requirements,
either during the period of waste emplacement or
during a subsequent testing or observation period
prior to final sealing of tht repository. The TECDOC
also does not address the impact of physical
protection regulations and measures on the interface'
between the different elements of the waste
management system.

m. SYSTEMS AND INTERFACES

The systems »'>1, interfaces imposed by the receipt
of HLW at a geologic disposal facility, as defined in
the TECDOC, and the major physical interfaces are
depicted in Fig. 1.

A. Primary Systems

Several systems are to be defined; two are the
bounding systems for this document: the transport
system and the local barrier system. Three systems
contribute to the interface between transport and
geologic disposal: preparation, transfer, and
emplacement systems. The WDP is an identified
system although it nay be part of the other systems in
some design strategies; if it is not, it has the potential
of interfacing with all the other systems. In addition,
depending upon the design strategy, different systems
may not be a single system, and their interface(s) may
not be identifiable.

The Transport System includes the waste transport
package, the vehicle and ancillary equipment used to
transport the HLW from its originating location to
the disposal facility, as well as the appropriate area
and equipment required to unload the package from
the vehicle.
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The Waste Preparation System includes the areas
and equipment where the HLW is unloaded from the
waste transport package and, as needed, prepared and
packaged for disposal. This would normally be a hot
cell equipped with remote handling equipment
Depending upon the strategy adopted (see Sect. IV),
the waste preparation area may not be required, and
the transport system would then directly interface with
the transfer system.

The Transfer System includes the areas and
equipment required for transfer of the HLW in its
WDP from the preparation area to the underground
emplacement area. This system requires vehicles and
ancillary equipment within the surface facilities as well
as in the underground drifts. In addition, it may
include hoisting devices in a shaft or on a ramp
between the surface level and the repository level.

The Emplacement System includes the WDP
handling equipment, other ancillary equipment, and
areas in the geologic repository required for emplacing
the WDP.

-. ' eiepnone nunv;;:
The Local Barrier System (LBS) is a term used to

designate the actual location at which the WDP is
emplaced. It includes the local host geological
formation and the engineered barriers used in initially
emplacing the WDP. The detailed configuration
depends on the type of host geologic formation and
on several parameters related to the repository
performance requirements. These vary widely between
reference designs for each Member State and the
possible alternatives are not discussed in detail in the
TECDOC

The Waste Disposal Package (WDP) includes the
HLW and any packaging as prepared for disposal.
Depending upon the strategy adopted (see Sect IV),
the WDP may also be the waste transport package.

B. Primary Interfaces

Ihere are four prunary interfaces involved in the
receipt, handljig, pieparation, transfer, and
eiuplaoemeEi of waste in a disposal facility, as
illustrated in Fig. 1



The interlace between the Waste Transport
System and Waste Preparation System is designated as
I, in Fig. 1. This involves physically and
administratively interfacing the off-site transport
system with the site receiving area. This includes
accepting she transport system on to the site and
physically interfacing the transport system, icduding
the waste package, with the waste preparation system.

The interface between Waste Preparation and
Waste Transfer System is designated as I*. It involves
the direct physical interfacing between the waste
transfer system and the emplacement system during
the operations of transferring the WDP from one
system to the other. This involves either physically or
administratively verifying waste characteristics to
demonstrate compliance with the disposal facility's
waste acceptance criteria for each consignment of
HLW. It includes interfacing the waste prepared for
disposal with the waste transfer system for movement
within the disposal facility.

The interface between the Waste Transfer and
Emplacement System is designated as I}. It involves
the direct physical interfacing between the waste
transfer system and the emplacement system daring
the operations of transferring the WDP from one
system to the other. This involves physically
interfacing and handling of the disposal-prepared
waste within the disposal facility, moving it from the
waste preparation system to the emplacement location,
and interfacing with the emplacement system.

The interface between the Emplacement and LBS
is designated as I* This involves compatibility
between the handling and other ancillary equipment of
the Emplacement System and the host geologic
formation and buffer. It includes interfacing the WDP
with the engineered barriers, as well as interfacing the
engineered barriers with the host geologic formation.
These are not addressed in the TECDOC

The WDP potentially interfaces with more than
one of the other systems, depending upon the specific
design strategy selected. The possible interfaces with
the other five systems are indicated in Fig. 2, which is
a simplified version of Fig. 1. This interface is
denoted in Fig. 2 as dashed arrows to differentiate it
from the other interfaces, I,, through I* because it is
the only interface with the potential of involving more
than two systems. The impact of strategy selection on
the interfaces with the WDP are elaborated in Sect
IV. The interfere between the WDP and LBS is not
addressed in the TECDOC since it is mainly
concerned with long-term safety.

IV. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES j

Several different waste management strategies can
be used (to accomplish the required functions leading
to disposal by the emplacement of the HLW in the
underground repository. These strategies hinge on
several choices that can be made during the design
process of the HLW management systems. Some
designs use HLW packaging designed with a single
specific function in mind, for example, transport or
interim storage. Other designs consider packaging the
waste at origin into containers compatible with the
disposal function. Other HLW management strategics
may derive from choices unrelated to container design,
such as repository location and geologic
characteristics, or from regulatory imposed parameters
such as retrievability requirements.

Two major examples of strategies affecting the
transport system/repository interface based on the
choice of waste packages are addressed in the
TECDOC These different alternative strategies can
be visualized/represented by variations in Fig. 2. Two
examples are addressed in Figs. 3 and 4.

In the case of spent fuel, one of the most
important variables is the packaging strategy. Some
typical strategies to consider are:

1. dedicated packages for each function
(transport, storage, disposal);

2. spent fuel encapsulated at origin, with
overpacks (additional packaging) added as
required for transport, storage, or disposal;
and

3. spent fuel placed at origin, in a multipurpose
package which constitutes the final WDP and
which may constitute the storage and
transport package.

Wastes arising from spent fuel reprocessing are
usually incorporated into a matrix and encapsulated at
the reprocessing plant Depending on the disposal
configuration, this reprocessing waste package may
satisfy the disposal requirements and therefore
constitute the WDP, or it may require additional
overpacking before emplacement at the repository. In
the second case, the disposal overpack could
constitute a multipurpose package if it meets transport
requirements.

The interfaces for the above strategies 1 and 3 are.
schematically illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. •
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Fig. 2. Major systems and key interfaces.

Fig. 3. Interfaces for single purpose (transport-only)
waste transport package.

Fig. 4 Interfaces for multipurpose (transport, storage,
and disposal) waste package.

Single-Purpose Packages. Many designs for HLW
management systems, particularly for spent fuel, use
packaging tha* is designed to meet the requirements
of the transport function or those of fuel interim
storage, but not those of disposal. In such cases, the
waste ptsparation system performs the operation of
removing the fuel from the transport package and
packaging it for disposal This normally includes
testing the WDP and interfacing with both the waste
transport package and the repository waste transfer
system.

Maltipnpose Packages. The use of multipurpose
packages, designed to meet the requirements of more
than one function, for example interim storage,
transport, and disposal, are the basis for spent fuel
management strategies being considered by some
Member States. In this case, the key interfaces
previously identified in Fig. 2 change, depending on
the specific functions of the package. •



To illustrate one such example. Fig. 4 shows the'.'
system interfaces where the HLW is placed at origin
into a package that constitutes the WDP and that
meets also the transport requirements. In this case,
there is no waste preparation at the surface facilities,
and the transport system interfaces directly with the
geologic repository transfer system. All the facility
systems interface with the WDP.

V. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

A. General Interface Requirements

The general requirements for ensuring adequate
definition of the technical and administrative
interfaces between the different subsystems include
those arising from consideration of technical issues
including

basic radiation protection principles,
safety and environmental protection,
quality and compliance assurance, and
safeguards;

and nontechnical issues related to

• costs,
• wastes,
• ownership, and
• institutional factors.

The interface requiremenu each of these are discussed
in detail in the TECDOC

B. Technical Interface Requirements

The specific technical interfaces, as illustrated in
Figs. 1 through 4, are elaborated upon in some detail
in the TECDOC, and a discussion is provided of the
interface requirements and associated issues which
need to be addressed for each interface. Topics which
are covered are the following:

• Transport System/Waste Preparation System
Interface (It)

— Waste Transport and Receipt
— Waste Disposal Package
— Waste Preparation System

• Waste Preparation System/Waste Transfer System
Interface (Ij)

• Waste Transfer System/Waste Emplacement
System Interface (I3)

re To illustrate one such example, Fig. 4 shows the
system interfaces where the HLW is placed at origin
into a package that constitutes the WDP and that
meets also the transport requirements. In this case,

_ there is no waste preparation at the surface facilities,
and tkc transport system interfaces directly with the

-- geologic repository transfer system. All the facility
systems interface with the WDP.

V. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

A. General Interface Requirements

The general requirements for ensuring adequate
definition of the technical and administrative
interfaces between the different subsystems include
those arising from consideration of technical issues
including

• basic radiation protection principles,
• safety and environmental projection,
t quality and compliance assurance, and
• safeguards;

and nontechnical issues related to

• costs,
• wastes, {
• ownership, and
• institutional factors.

The interface requirements each of these are discussed
in detail in the TECDOC

B. Technical Interface Requirements

The specific technical interfaces, as illustrated in
Figs. 1 through 4, are elaborated upon in some detail
in the TECDOC, and a discussion is provided of the
interface requirements and associated issues which
need to be addressed for sach interface. Topics which
are covered are the following:

• Transport System/Waste Preparation System
Interface (I,)

— Waste Transport and Receipt
— Waste Disposal Package
— Waste Preparation System

• Waste Preparation System/Waste Transfer System
Interface (I*)

. • Waste Transfer System/Waste Emplacement
System Interface (I,)



• Waste Emplacement System/Local Barrier System

— Waste Emplacement
— Waste Retrievability
— Facility Closure

VI. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

Based upon discussion of the systems and
interfaces, the TECDOC then provides a nummary of
the requirements imposed on the systems and
interfaces by the receipt of a transport package of
HLW at a geologic waste disposal facility and an
initial analysis of their interactions and derived
requirements. An example of this initial analysis is
presented in Table 1. The full table is contained in
the TSDCOC, which summarizes the primary
activities in the technical considerations, as necessary,
for each interface and its requirements.

Table 1 was developed using the logical sequence
of events which might be. expected to occur at the
geologic waste disposal facility, beginning with the
arrival of a waste shipment at the facility and ending
with the emplacement of wastes at the emplacement
site and backfilling of the underground spaces. Also,
it was developed assuming a single-use transport
package, where the HLW is unloaded from the
transport package and the WDP is prepared in the
Waste Preparation System prior to transfer to the
repository area. The table lists, in order the following:

a. a primary activity,
b. the elements aitu subsystems involved in that

activity,
a the functional interfaces important to that

activity, and
d. the applicable interface requirements.

Wherever the primary interfaces, I,, Ij, I3, and L,,
are involved, they have been identified in the third
column. The remaining interfaces involve either

1. interfaces within a system,
2. where the WDP interfaces with one of the

systems,
3. where the WDP interfaces with equipment

associated with one of the systems,
4. where the HLW interfaces with one of the

systems, or
5. administrative interfaces.

A second table is provided in the TECDOC for
the case of a multipurpose package (transport, storage,
and disposal) where the Waste Transport Package is
also the VVOP.
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Table 1. Example of Interim RequtaKats for Single-Purpose (tmuport only) Waste Transport Package

Primary Activity

Receiving of waste
shipment

I Unloading of transport
vehicle

Transfer of transport
package to '.urge storage,
as required

Transfer of transport
package to hot cell
entrance port

Removal of waste from
transport package

Return of unloaded
transport packaging and
vehicle

Eteneals and Subsystems
Inched

Administrative controls,
waste acceptance criteria

inspection, physical
checks, and waste
acceptance criteria

Transport system,
Transport package
handling system

Transport package,
Transport package
handling system

Transport package,
Transport package
handling system

Hot cell, handling
equipment, HLW

Transport package
handling system,
Admimstntive controls

Fanrrinral Interfaces

Carrier/Consignee

Transport system/
Receiving area

Transport system/
Receiving area

Transport system/
Receiving area

Transport package/Waste
preparation system (Ij)

Transport package/
hot cell (I,)

Transport system/
Receiving area

Interface Reqnuemeats

Verification of transport
documents according to
Transport Regulations
and of waste
characteristics,
ownership, and
safeguards documents.

Adequate transport
package handling tools,
hoisting capacity,
operating space, and
floor loadings.

Adequate handling and
transfer equipment,
operating space.

Adequate handling and
transfer equipment,
operating space.

Hot cell remote handling
system with capability to
unload the waste from
the transport package.

Space and capability to
monitor and to handle
components of transport
system.

Preparation and
verification of transport
documents according to
Transport Regulations.


